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High Band Width Neutron Measurements  DOE/NV/25946-1441
•Detector probably needs a large signal amplification (gain) capability
•Detector insensitive to gamma/x-ray radiation
•Temporal response – for fine structure analysis
Proposed Detector – The Jury is still out on its true performance
•Basic Concepts
1.protons from n-p reactions at a specific target
2.proton-electron “collisions” within the target
3.multiplication of ejected electrons from the target
•Preferred Performance
1.Comparatively Insensitive to X-rays/Gamma rays
2.Good Sensitivity to Neutrons
3.High Signal Band Width (compared to fluors)
•Detection close to the source
This work was done by National Security Technologies, LLC, under contract No. DE-AC52-06NA25946 with the U.S. Department of Energy




Enhanced Semi-Transparent Photocathode
•Low Noise
•High Quantum Efficiency
•Smaller physical size than regular photocathodes with the same charge 
emission
•Spectral response: 400 nm with emphasis for 2 nm
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High Performance Photomultiplier Tube Development
•Matched characteristic impedance with data acquisition system
•Made in the USA
•Metal housing (replaces traditional glass housing)
•Mesh dynodes for high current, high signal linearity


